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Christening dress for six generations
People who have visited the Henning
Virtual Museum on the Internet might
have noticed that the Damfontein farm,
in the district of Aliwal-North, plays an
important role. This farm was a typical
example of the farms of the earliest
North-Eastern Cape Trekboer families.
The second homestead on this farm was
built in 1850 and several photos of this
house can be seen in the museum, as
well as the christening dress that this
article is about.
a2.b7.c8.d1. Martha Johanna
Elizabeth Henning, born 26 August
1857, was one of the first babies to be
born in the Damfontein house. Her
grandfather was a typical early
nineteenth century trekboer and the first
owner of the farm. Her father was
Six generations of the descendants
married from this house early in 1856.
of Martha Henning *26-8-1857 have
She was the first born to her parents and
been christened in this christening
grew up on Damfontein. In 1877 she
dress. The bonnets for the babies
are shown on the next page
married the Dutch teacher Herman
Zurich. The Henning family appointed
him to teach all the Henning and other children in the area.
The second child of Herman and Martha Zurich, was born on 23 October 1880
and she, in turn, married James Fowels in 1905 in East-London.
In ou Baltiese dialek was Hen = Haan (manlik), Henne =Hen (vroulik). Henning = Haantjie

Wilhelmina
Zurich’s
sister, Anna Elizabeth
Zurich *1882 (married
Baker)
made
the
christening dress for the
Fowels couple a few
months
after
Wilhelmina’s marriage
– in time for the
christening of their first
child,
Lewis
Basil
Fowels, who was born
on the 4th of March
1906. The christening
ceremony was held
Baby girls wear the pink bonnet and baby boys the
three days later on the
blue bonnet
7th of March 1906 in the
chapel of St Saviour, East-London. The sister of Martha Zurich (born Henning), Annie
Isabella Fuller (born Henning) *1877 and her husband George Sydney Fuller were the
godparents of the new baby.
Afterwards the christening dress was first used for the christening of Iris in
1908, the second child of the Fowels couple, and then for the christening of her only
son, Ole Kristian.
Wilhelmina Fowels (born Zurich), later on, married a Norwegian sea captain,
Michael Olaus Landmark. She and her two children emigrated to Norway to join her
new husband. The descendants of the family still live in Norway to this day.
When Lewis Basil Fowels, son of Wilhelmina (born Zurich), married the
Norwegian maiden Solveig Tusvik in 1938, the christening dress was one of their
wedding gifts. The couple had their three children [Bjarne Sigurd (1940), Ingebjørg
Lindis (married Sørlie) (1942) and Ruth Søgnie (married Andersen) (1946)]
christened in this dress. All of Bjarne, Ingebjørg and Ruth’s children and grandchildren
were also christened in the dress.
It has now come to our attention that Ingebjørg’s first great grandchild, Pim
Aleksander Langgård Fjellheim, who was born on the 6th of June 2020, was also
christened in the dress – thus the sixth generation of this family. His parents are Rudi
Aleksander Fjellheim and his wife Lene Marie Langgård Fjellheim and his grandfather
and grandmother are Morten Langgård, born 13 April 1967 and Rita Sørlie(daughter of
Ingebjørg), born 18 April 1967.
We can confirm that his family is still very proud of their South African ties.
Great grandmother Ingebjørg Sørlie provided all the information and photos. Six
consecutive generations of Martha Johanna Elizabeth Henning, born 26-8-1857, have
been christened in this dress which makes it very special and surely a record for all
Henning descendants.
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Cornelis Belsazar Henning *17-1-1886
In the section on the military history of the Henning family there is a detailed
discussion of the involvement of a2.b1.c6.d3.e11 Cornelis Belsazar Henning, born 171-1886, in the Anglo Boer War (ABW). He was only fourteen years old when he
fought in this war and was wounded and captured. In Ons Haantjie 142 of May 2020
we also related the tale of the pipe that Cornelis’ father, as a prisoner of war on the
island of St Helena, made but gave it to him after the war.
When the war broke out in
October 1899 Cornelis accompanied
his father, Pieter Hendrik Henning
*30-7-1840, to join the Rouxville
Commando. However, his name was
not registered in the commando lists.
Fortunately there is supporting
evidence – the letters from the
Adjudant of the Rouxville Commando
and a burger PW Vogel – that he was
present at the battle at the AliwalNorth bridge on 10 March 1900 and
was wounded by schrapnel.
During the battle his father’s
horse was hit in the hoof by schrapnel.
Cornelis had to lift his father onto his
horse to flee from the battle, thus
saving his father’s life.
Like his father, Cornelis was
also captured by the British forces. His
a2.b1.c6.d3.e11. Cornelis Belsazar
father was sent to a prisoner-of-war
Henning, born 17-1-1886 and his wife ,
camp on the island of St Helena while
Susanna Francina (born Fouché) *19Cornelis was held in Jamestown to be
10-1889
nursed.
After the war he had to walk back from Jamestown to their farm,
Palmietfontein, in the Rouxville/Zastron district. Due to the hardships he had to suffer,
his family almost did not recognise him and the scar on his left temple was visible until
his death.
Eventually he acquired the farm Rivergesig, in Zastron district, where he ran a
prosperous dairy.
After the First World War, droughts, other natural disasters and worldwide
problems with politics and the economy, things did not go well for the first few years
of the 1920s and he was convinced by one of his cousins to test his luck in the diamond
fields north of Kimberley – near Lichtenburg.
He left his wife and children behind on Riviergesig. Early in November 1926 a
horseman - the postman - delivered a letter to his wife informing her that her husband
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is seriously ill with pneumonia. She and her son Francois Delarey (*1914) – about 12
years old at the time – immediately left for Lichenburg by horse-drawn carriage. When
they arrived in Lichtenburg two week later they were told that he already died on 17
November 1926 and was buried in Lichtenburg.
Francois Delarey, who was with his mother, later related that looking up from
the grave to the left he could see the grave of Genl Delarey. His tombstone is a
horseman on a horse. The family returned later to look for the grave but couldn’t find
it. To this day there are doubts as to whether Cornelis was buried in the town’s
graveyard or the graveyard where the diamond diggers were buried. In fact, the statue
of Genl De la Rey stands in front of the city hall of Lichtenburg.
Despite the drama with the diamond digging, Cornelis can be seen as one of the
greatest heros in the anals of the Henning history considering that he, as a fourteen
year old boy, fought, was wounded and saved the life of his father. He did not qualify
for the ABW medal which was awarded in 1920 to Burghers who fought during the
war. Today this would have earned him the Honorus Crux in Gold decoration.

Boerepompie shines on YouTube
During December 2020 it became known the the extremely popular Afrikaans song
“Boerepompie”, that was composed in 2019 by Ricus Nel and sung by him and
Snotkop, became only the third song to accumulate more than ten million views on
YouTube.
Snotkop, of course, is Francois Henning – a2.b5.c4.d4.e1.f7.g1.h2 – in the
Henning Family Chronicle.
‘Die Burger’ newspaper reported that shortly after the song was released it
accumulated more than 100 000 views in just one day.
Although the song refers to the
different names for a concertina, the
ambiguity of the names leaves people
rolling with laughter – especially the
refrain:
Everyone likes a boerepompie
(little boer pump)
Take out the Christmas worm
Everyone like a boerepompie
Let the donkey lung bite you
Everyone likes a boerepompie,
Snotkop (or Francois Henning) and
In the city or on the farm,
Ricus
Nel
after
their
song
“Boerepompie” acccumilated more
because a boerepompie doesn’t care
than 10 million views on YouTube
whether short or round, you’re going to
dance
Ricus Nel said that it truly feels unreal. He doesn’t know what they did right but
they obviously did do something right. He thinks that it is the honesty of the song that
makes it so popular. What they are singing, is who they, Ricus and Snotkop (Francois
Henning), really are.
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In the comments on Youtube it is not just Afrikaans or South African music
lovers that love the song – it also resonates with listeners in countries such as America,
Belgium, Mexico, the Netherlands and Sweden.
The very first Afrikaans music video to get more than 10 million views on
YouTube was Rikus Nel’s song “Harde Kole” which he composed during 2016 en
performed with Adam Tas, Bok van Blerk and Refentse. After that followed the duet,
“Toe vind ek jou” by Francois van Coke and Karen Zoid
Congratulations to Rikus Nel and Francois Henning!

Eugene Henning CEO of Professional Rugby
Players
Recently, one regularly hears in the
media about Eugene Henning who
makes statements on behalf of
professional rugby players. Several
people enquired from the Secretary of
the League about who this Eugene
Henning is. Initially I could not
identify him either because we have
several Eugene Hennings on record but
he did not appear to be any one of the
Eugene Hennings that I have contact
with. Eventually I browsed the website
of the “My Players” organisation and
there I found a photo of this Eugene
Henning which allowed me to
immediately identy him as Eugene
a2.b10.c6.df3.e3.f2.g3.
Eugene
Henning, born 23 May 1977, with
Henning *23-5-1977 CEO of the
genealogical
number
professional rugby players union
a2.b10.c6.d3.e3.f2.g3.
Eugene was born in Beaufort-West but his parents, eventually, moved to
Pietersburg. As a scholar at Pietersburg High School regularly excelled in public
speaking competitions, winning provincial and national competitions. He was also the
deputy head boy at Pietersburg High School. After matric he studied law at the
University of Stellenbosch and in 2001 he was elected as vice chairman of the Student
Council. He eventually obtained BCom, LLB and MBA degrees and practised as a
legal adviser for Bidvest in the UK. After his return to South Africa he worked in the
financial sector and was appointed as the Chief Executive Officer of Rugby for the
“My Players” organisation.
Eugene’s ancestors were the last Hennings to live of the farm Elandskraal, in
the ward of Acter de Sneewberg in the district of Graaff-Reinett (later incorporated
with Cradock). This was the farm of our progenitor Pieter Hendrik Henning.
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Genealogy Department at FAK
The Institute for Genealogy of South Africa (GISA), had to close its doors in 2019 due
to the fact that it could not generate enough funds to continue existing independently.
Genealogy is part of every nation’s cultural heritage. It was thus a tragic blow
especially for Afrikaners.
In response the Federation of Afrikaans Cultural Associations (FAK)
established a department for genealogical research and our friend Isabel Groesbeek, a
skilled genealogist, was appointed to manage the department.
After the program “Met ‘n Huppel in die Stap” during Augus 2020 on the
KykNET channel (144) featured the Henning Family League, a decision was made to
publish an article, in their digital magazine on the website of the FAK, about the
League Secretary, Olivier Henning.
You can view this article by following this link:
http://www.fak.org.za/2020/11/24/die-rol-wat-olivier-j-henning-in-rsa-genealogiegespeel-het/
The main link to the FAK website is: www.fak.org.za

Babys
The daugher of a2.b1.c8.d14.e2.f1.g2. Pieter
Lucas Henning *4-7-1958 and his wife Anneke
Dicks, Abby-Gale *Brakpan 9-2-2001, informed
us that she and her partner, Joshua Vosloo *28-11999, both living in Brakpan, became parents on
July 29, 2020 and the name of their boy will be AJ
Henning. AJ was born in the Life Dalview Clinic
hospital in Dalview, Brakpan.
Abby-Gale Henning *9-2-2001 and her friend,
Joshua Vosloo with their baby-boy, AJ. He was
was born 29 July 2020 at Brakpan and was
registered with the surname Henning

Deaths
In the past few months we have learnt of the
deaths of six Hennings.

Oldest Henning in SA dies
In the Haantjie no 141 of February 2020 we reported about Pearl Sybil Zelda
Henning (born Fisher) born December 10, 1919 and celebrated her hundredth
birthday. She was the spouse of a2.b5.c5.d8.e2.f5. Gert Frans Henning born 3
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November 1916. Her husband, Gert, died in 1988. Aunty Pearl spent her last years in
House Esperanza, in the Strand. She survived all her children
The wife of her grandson, Ingar
Henning, informed us that Aunty Pearl died
on 7th November 2020 – a month before her
101st birthday. This makes her the fifth
oldest person in the Henning Family
Chronicle. In the Henning Family Cronicle on
CD and on the Henning website on the
Internet one can find interesting statistics
regarding the Henning family – amongst
other things a list of the 20 oldest people
included in the Henning Family Cronicle.
There might be more people older than a
hundred years for which we have not been
able to obtain the dates of their death.
Pearl Henning *10-12-1919 who died on 711-2020 with het grandson, Ingar Henning.
Photo was taken on her 99th birthday

Wife of Chairman of the Family League Dies
Johanna Wilhelmina Catharina
Henning (born Dippenaar),
whose nickname was Wena, was
born on 19 February 1936. She
was the youngest daughter of Dr
Alewijn Dippenaar and his wife
Joey and the wife of Gideon
Stephanus
(Giep)
Henning
(a2.b7.c8.d8.e1.f4) the current
chairman of the Henning Family
League. She was born in Gouda
(near Tulbagh).
Later, they moved to the
Paarl and lived in Pleinstreet
across the street from the OKP.
Gideon Henning, chairman of the Henning
Wena first attended Paarl Girls
Family League and his wife Wena, who died
High until standard 8 and then the
November 5th 2020 in the age of 84 years
Higher Commercial School Paarl,
where she matriculated. After finishing school she worked for Old Mutual in Pinelands.
An interesting little fact: With the inauguration of the Wolraadt Woltemade statue in
front of the Mutual building, the young Wena Dippenaar had the honour of representing
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Old Mutual. In 1956 her brother introduced her to Gideon Henning, a your man from the
farm Toekoms in Aliwal-North.
The two fell in love and were married on 6 April 1957 (in those days a holiday known as
Van Riebeeck’s Day). Initially they live in Vredehoek in Cape Town. Their oldest son
Stanley was born there. They decided to move to the Strand because her parents also
lived there. That is where they lived for the rest of their lives. Their other two children,
Wilhelmina (Wilma) and Bernardus (Bernard), were born in the Strand.
After all the children left home, Gideon was transferred to the head office of the
Railways in Johannesburg. Gideon and Wena lived for three years in Birchleigh,
Kemptonpark.
After Gideon’s retirement they moved back to the Strand.
Wena lived to be 84 years old but unfortunately she suffered from dimensia. For
more than four years dimensia took its toll. Gideon and his team (carers and children)
went out of their way to maintain the status quo. It was a long and exhausting dimensia
journey. Mother Wena passed away on 5 November 2020.

Other deaths
Petra Henning (born Bergh) *26-7-1953,
spouse of a2.b1.c3.d12.e10.f4.g2. James
Stephenson (Jimmy) Henning *4-6-1950
from the farm Doornfontein in the district
of Randfontein died on 24 September 2020.
They used to farm on the farm Holfontein
in the same district.
Jimmy and Petra have three
children, a son Cornelius Jacobus (Connie)
and two daughters Engela and Marianne.
They also have five grandchildren.
Jimmy says that Petra was his best
friend for forty eight years. They have
known one another since school days,
making it 53 years. She was a real mother
for all the children, a hard worker, a farmer
and when they started farming she ran the
farm shop. She did all the driving around to
find spare parts when the men were busy
on the farm. She was Jimmy’s 4x4 tourJames
Stephenson
(Jimmy)
and camping partner over many years.
Henning and his wife Petra *26-7Jimmy thanks our Heavenly Father for the
1953 who died September 24th
togetherness and conversations. Also that
2020
he could care for Petra to the end. He will
miss her tremendously, but also wishes for her the rest without pain and anxiety. He
will always love her.
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Roydon Trevor Henning *25-12-1950. During August 2020 we read
an article in the “Die Burger” newspaper about a Trevor Henning (69 years old) – a
tour bus operator – from George, that died at his house. The article caught my attention
and I investigated whether we had Trevor Henning on record and where he fits into the
genealogical register.
In the article Trevor’s wife, Elsa,
three daughters (Adele, Wanda and
Vicky) and a son-in-law, Marius
Botha are mentioned. However, at the
time, we didn’t appear to have Trevor
in our records. As an experienced
genealogist, I started looking for other
clues and noticed that Trevor was a
member of the Facebook group “555
Manne van George”. On the
Facebook page I also found a number
which I called. The person that
answered the phone knew about the
accident and could immediately give
me the telephone number of Trevor’s
son in Law, Marius Botha.
Marius was just as helpful and
immediately gave me the email
address of his wife, Vicky, and his
mother-in-law so that I initiate
a2.b1.c6.d11.e3.f1.g3. Roydon Trevor
corresponding with them. I was
Henning (Trevor) *25-12-1950 and his
quickly able to determine that
family. In front: Wanda Henning *28-121975 (h2) and Adele Nolte (born
Trevor’s full names were Roydon
Henning) *1-12-1972 (h1). Middle:
Trevor Henning, born 25 December
Father Trevor and mom Elsa (born Piek)
1950. We have him and all his
*20-6-1951 and Vicky Botha (born
ancestors on record and his number in
Henning) *7-6-1979 (h3) with her
the Henning family register is
daughter, Chinika *26-1-2006. Back:
a2.b1.c6.d11.e3.f1.g3. However we
Mynie van den Berg and Marco Henning
had no information of his wife,
*20-1-1999, son of Wanda; Chris Nolte
children and grand children. We were
*11-2-1976 husband of Adele and
now able to add his whole family’s
Marius Botha *10-12-1974, husband of
Vicky
information to our records.
Trevor Henning was a tour bus
operator and the owner of “Pony Express Coach Hire”. On Thursday morning, 30 July
2020, he was busy working on his tour bus when the jack, apparently, collapsed
causing the bus to fall on him.
His daughter, Adele Henning, who was working in her flat on the same property
said that she heard a loud bang but didn’t think anything of it as she expected that her
father would call if something was wrong.
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I heard him working but we all would carry on with what we were busy doing. I
didn’t think anything was strange about the loud bang. Adele and her mother, Elsa,
who returned from work later on found his body.
Trevor was nine and a half years old when his father died. After school he
worked in the hotel business for a while. He then became a representative for the BP
Oil Company in Port Elizabeth, but was transferred to George in 1989 where he bought
the Wimpy take-away in Pacaltsdorp.
During October 1998 he started the tour bus company – Pony Express Coach
Hire – which transported local and overseas tourists.
In June 2011 he was involved in an accident, when one of his Quantum buses,
inexplicably, caught fire in the Tradouw Pass at Barrydale and he sustained 45% burns
to his face and torso. His rehabilitation lasted almost a year.
We also learnt that Trevor’s eldest brother, Lourens Johannes (Laurie)
Henning, born 23 February 1941, died two week’s after Trevor’s death on 15 August
2020. Unfortunately we have not been able to obtain any further information from his
descendants.

Elizabeth
Magdalena
Pretorius (Lientjie) (born
Henning)
* 23 August
1939. She died on 13 December 2020
in Vanderbijlpark. She grew up and
went to school in Vryheid. Later on she
married Jan Hendrik Pretorius, born 306-1942 and they had six children.
Sy
died
in
Sonlabpark
Vereeniging on 13 December 2020 from
“old timers”.
At school she excelled in
athletics. When she was young she was
Lientjie Pretorius (born Henning *23a theater nurse at the General Hospital,
8-1939, who died December 13th,
Johannesburg. Thereafter, she married
2020
and the best mother to her six children
and wife to her husband. She is survived by her seven brothers and sisters, who will
always remember and love her and her children.

League Secretary Telephone Number
Due to endless problems with his Telkom line, the league secretary, Olivier Henning,
decided to cancel the service. Henceforth he will only be reachable by cellphone,
WhatsApp, Telegram, email or personal visit. His cell number (which is also used for
WhatsApp and Telegram) is 082 355 3801 and his email address is still
olie4@henning.org. Olivier lives at the Theewaterskloof Estate, in the Villiersdorp
district next to the R43 between Villiersdorp and the N2 junction.
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Hennings in New Zealand

a2.b1.c6.d4.e6.f1.g1.h2. Dr Theunis
Frederick Philippus (Theuns) Henning
*18-9-1967, his wife, Tania (born
Kruger) and their two children, John
William Ruben *2-6-2006 and Mia
Cathrina *18-12-2008

Dr
Theuns
(Theunis
Frederick
Philippus) Henning *18 September
1957 (a2.b1.c6.d4.e6.f1.g1.h2) from
Auckland, New Zealand informed us
that we have not yet included the
daughter, Mia Cathrina born 18
December 2008), of him and his wife,
Tania (born Kruger), in the family
register. She was born in Auckland.
She is their second child. Their
eldest is a son, John William Reuben
*2-6-2006.
Theuns is a lecturer and
researcher in the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering at the
University of Auckland.
Theuns was one of three Hennings
from New Zealand who contacted us in
one weeks’s time.

The value of “Software
Postgraduate Students

Carpentries”

for

This article might be of interest and value to Hennings who are busy
with postgraduate studies.
Most of the readers of Ons Haantjie might have taken note of Dr Jannetta Steyn,
daughter of a2.b7.c8.d8.e3.f1. Leonetta Steyn (born Henning) *10 December 1936.
She manages the Henning website on the Internet, helped with the establishment of the
Virtual Henning Museum and would in all probability take over most of the tasks of
the league secretary when I can no longer perform these tasks.
Jannetta is a computer scientist. This Boer daughter works at Newcastle
University in England. She completed two computer science related Masters degrees
and a PhD in Computational Neuroscience after completing her undergraduate studies
in a totally different subject at Potchefstroom University for CHE.
She informed us that she has now, as a hobby, become involved with an
organisation called “Software Carpentries”.
A very important concept in the world of computer software is open source. The
idea is that the code for the software is open to everybody to read, contribute or re-use.
However, open source is not just applicable to computer software, but also to other
projects such as learning materials or anything else you can think of where the source
of the project is available for use by anybody.
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Carpentries is a world-wide organisation that focuses on teaching researchers in
all disciplines the basic computer technologies required to do their data analysis. It is
especially applicable to non-computer scientists. Computer scientists usually have the
computer skills required for their research. However, what about biologists, linguists,
engineers, mathematicians or physicists? Believe it or not, but these people do not
necessarily have the computer skills and they have to learn those skills to be able to do
their own analysis. One of the projects that has been initiated by the Carpentries is
Glosario and to quote from the Glosario website:
“glosario is an open source glossary of terms used in data science that is
available online and also as a library in both R and Python. By adding glossary keys to
a lesson's metadata, authors can indicate what the lesson teaches, what learners ought
to know before they start, and where they can go to find that knowledge. Authors can
also use the library's functions to insert consistent hyperlinks for terms and definitions
in their lessons in any of several (human) languages.”
Since the Carpentries is also active in South Africa, it was decided to include
Afrikaans. When the call went out for help with the translations I noticed that
Afrikaans was on the list but nobody was contributing yet. I immediately stuck up my
hand and said: “Pick me! Pick me!”. And so, despite now being an Englishman, I
initiated the Afrikaans translation. My next problem was that there was nobody to
review my contributions and contributions always have to be verified by a second
person. Fortunately, there is a Carpentries representative in South Africa and we could
ask her to help out. So, for the moment it is only the two of us contributing.
Please do have a look at the Glosario website at https://glosario.carpentries.org/.
And, if you want, you could join us and help with the translation. Because Glosario is
an open source project, the “insides” of the project can be viewed at
https://github.com/carpentries/glosario/.
Because it is a somewhat complex process to contribute, I am busy writing a
program that can hopefully make things slightly easier. I hope to release the program
soon.

Money matters
For the last thirty-six years the Henning Family League has survived on the voluntary
donations we receive from well-meaning Hennings and other members of the Family
League. We were thus able to develop into one of the most organized family leagues in
the country.
Expenses such as computers, printers, scanners, office equipment, stationery as
well as internet services and the maintenance of the Henning website on the Internet,
exhibition material for Henning festivals or other genealogical exhibitions, printing of
newsletters and postage all require a great deal of money. The largest increase has
been the cost of ink cartridges. One set of cartridges for the printing of one newsletter
on paper costs us almost R2000.00. This is for the sixty people who do not have access
to the Internet.
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We hope that all Hennings and married family
members will consider sending a donation,
however small, to the family league at least once a
year. Because we know that not all Hennings are
equally wealthy, we leave it up to everyone to
decide for themselves how much they can afford to
contribute. There have always been a few members
who make large donations of several thousand
Rands, but the majority of people contribute
amounts ranging between R50.00 and R500.00 per
year. Then there are members who contribute a
small affordable amount every month (even as little
as R30.00) through a debit order. After a while a
Please, even a small one
member might not even miss such a small amount
will do
from their account but, for the Family League it is a
valuable contribution.
After our last Haantjie appeared the following Hennings responded and we
would like to thank them very much:
1. The four member that regularly contribute by debit order are mr Jan Hendrik
Henning from Glenstantia, Pretoria, mrs Gesina Spangenberg from Tsumeb,
Namibia, mrs Runa (R T) van Straaten from Pretoriuspark, Pretoria and Pastor
Antonie Henning from Daspoort, Pretoria.
2. The following people have sent us contributions in the last three months:
Mrs Marlene Henning-Page from Pietersburg/Polokwane – R500.00
J A (Albert) Henning-Wisniewski from Uvongo - R150.00
Mrs Pauline Castle from Carterton, Wairarapa, New-Zealand – R530.00 (after
all bank and exchange costs were deducted)
One of the many Johan Henning’s that we have on record – R200.00
M M (Mauritz) Henning from Theresapark, Pretoria-Noord – R100.00 after
he made several other contributions during 2020.
Mrs Linda van Tonder from Ferndale – R200.00
Mrs E M Dirker from Kochspark - R200.00
JJP (Jan) Henning from Bloemfontein – R200.00
T P (Flip) Henning and his wife Tania from Ermelo – R250.00
We would therefore like to make a serious appeal to all people who receive the
Ons Haantjie newsletter to consider sending a donation to the Henning Family League
at least once a year. If you remember your membership number you can use that as
your reference. Otherwise you can use your name but please send us an email (to
olie4@henning.org) or WhatsApp or Telegram at 082 355 3801 to inform us that you
have transferred funds to the bank account of the family league. That will enable us to
make sure that we know exactly who made the contribution – especially for people
with popular family names such as Johan, Johannes, Pieter, Jan, Gert etc.
Our bank details are on the next page.
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Henning Family League, FNB Villiersdorp (branch
200 712); Account no 6265 7601 483. Please use
your member number or Initials and Surname as
reference.
FAK Genealogical Festival 10 April 2021
The Federation of Afrikaans Cultural
Associations (FAK) is planning a large
genealogical festival on 10 April 2021 at
the Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria.
Due to the FAK’s involvement
with the participation of the Henning
Family League in the “Huppel in die
Stap” program that was broadcasted on 12
July 2020 on KykNet, we would like for
the Henning Family League to take part
but, as you will probably understand, this
will cost us a few thousand Rand.
We thus hope that donations will start
flowing so that our finances, by April 2021,
will allow us to take part in this festival at the
Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria.
Hows this for size!
For Hennings nothing is impossible!

Henning Souvenirs
The following Henning souvenirs are still available. You can order by cell no 082 355
3801)(also or whatsapp or Telegram) or by E-Mail (olie4@henning.org).
Henning CD - R125.00 plus R50.00 postage - registered post or Postnet R99.00
Writing pads (50 pages) - R30.00
Lapel badges – R30.00 – ONLY ONE LEFT!
Teaspoons - R50.00 each (gold plated) Beautiful as a set of six or more
Cufflinks - R100.00 set. Really beautiful!
For orders of only one CD or a single teaspoon, or the last lapel badge that we
have left, we will ship per registered post at the Post Office which is the cheapest
option – R50. However, remember that delivery can take up to a month or more.
For large orders of various items, we recommend that the parcel is sent with
Postnet - a parcel up to 5 Kg costs only R99.00 and is delivered within a week.
Account particulars above in red
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